
 

Comedy Card Babies (Large) by Dave Devin - Trick

The Ultimate "Baby Prediction" plus much more!

Effect

A spectator selects a card and it is shuffled back into the deck. The magician
states that before he came to the show, he made a prediction which he placed
inside of the envelope marked with a question mark.

The magician asks spectator if they have any idea what was predicted in the
envelope. The spectator answers "NO", at which time the magician pulls the
prediction from the envelope with "NO" in large, bold letters!

The performer states, "You're absolutely correct, in fact, you were "right ON".
When he says "right ON", he turns the prediction card over changing the word
"NO" to "ON".

The magician now states that he has a prediction on the other side of the "ON"
card.

The audience is asked to name a very famous person. Someone everyone will
recognize.

When a name chosen, the "ON" card is turned over revealing a baby picture,
stating that "Here they are at 6 months old."

Next, the magician states, "I know what your thinking, what if you would have
said Oprah Winfrey?" At the that time, the magician opens the small baby
picture to reveal a different full size baby picture.

The performer claims that he does in fact have a prediction of the spectator's
chosen card. The magician has them concentrate on card, then, the baby picture
turns into a "52 Card Prediction". He explains that their card must be there
somewhere among the picture of 52 cards.

Finally, the spectator names their card. The "52 Card Prediction" makes one final
transformantion, revealing the selected card. A comedy miracle!
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This is a quick comedy prediction that is easily used in all situations. Stage
magicians, parlor, MC's, stand-up, and yes, even close-up workers will benefit
from this fun, entertaining routine. Enjoy!

Starting Dimensions Approximately 9" x 12" ( 23cm x 30.5cm)
Finished Dimensions Approximately 12" x 18" (30.5cm x 45.75cm)
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